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To learn more about Perfectly Packaged, please contact your rep.

PERFECTLY PACKAGED
You pick the gifts, we’ll put it all together in packaging 

your customers will love. Even better, there’s no  
additional charge for drop shipments.

Sturdy Lift-Top Box  
Feels like they’re opening  
a gift,  not a bulk package. 

Message Card   
We’ll print it for you,  
or you can provide one. 

Decorative  
Packing Paper   
Makes your customer’s gift 
delivery feel personal – and 
also makes a big impression.

 $6[G]  
PER BOX

FREE FOR A LIMITED TIME
ON QUALIFYING ORDERS!

Custom Sticker On The Box    
The finishing touch, so gift recipients will 
know exactly who appreciates them.

Deliver It To Their Doorstep    
With Perfectly Packaged, there are  
no additional drop ship fees. 



+  Normal $6[G] per box fee includes: sturdy lift-top box, decorative packing paper, message card, custom sticker on the box  
 and all applicable kitting and drop-ship fees.

+  To qualify for free Perfectly Packaged service, each drop shipment (i.e., each box in the order) must include products that total  
 at least $40[C] based on first-column item pricing. That $40[C] minimum can be met by a single product or a combination. Free  
 for qualifying orders only for a limited time.

+  That $40[C] cost only includes total cost of products in an individual drop shipment, including first-location run charge. 
 It does not include setup fees or additional decoration and / or rush-shipping costs.

+  Offer applies to orders shipping to locations within the contiguous 48 states.

+  Offer applies to orders originating from New Kensington, Pa. (Leed’s and Trimark)

+  Offer does not apply to orders below MOQ.

We’ve introduced Perfectly Packaged Shipping as an easy way to 
deliver an authentic gift experience right to people’s doorstep –  

all at a great price.

It’s flat rate shipping you can add to any 
Perfectly Packaged order, so it makes quoting simple.

 *Perfectly Packaged flat-rate shipping available only for Perfectly Packaged gifts,  
anywhere in the contiguous 48 states for one low rate.

Small Box  
Add $11 [G]

As large as 14" x 9" x 4" 
(504 in3)

Medium Box  
Add $16 [G]

As large as 17.5" x 13" x 4.5"
(1,024 in3)

Large Box  
Add $27 [G]

As large as 19" x 17" x 15"
(4,845 in3)

Flat Rate Shipping Options

To learn more about Perfectly Packaged, please contact your rep.


